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“Creativity has no timeframe, no boundaries, no space. Answers to no one. Que peleonera.” 

– Kiri Avelar 

Interdisciplinarity promotes our thinking as artist scholars to expand and challenge what we know. This 
approach may help us in being more open to how we see our findings and enable us to recognize our 
biases in research and creative practice. Reaching across the methods often implied for specific 
disciplines can enrich our artistic projects, shift the lens of our research, and provide more inroads for 
our investigation. In Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza (1999) author Gloria Anzaldúa 
acknowledges this permeation of borders. She challenges the binary thought process and calls us to a 
third space, an in-between, liminal space that seeps through seemingly defined spaces and exists in their 
intersections (101). To capture the complexity of our Latinx identity requires the fluid approach that 
interdisciplinarity provides. This approach translates naturally for those of us who have personally lived 
the border crossing, migrant, movement-based experience.  
 

In A Taxonomy of Interdisciplinarity (2017), author Julie Thompson Klein points to the flexible, 
inquisitive, and fluid nature that interdisciplinarity holds, reinforcing Anzaldúa’s interest in a third space 
that is liminal. I suggest that at the intersection of interdisciplinarity exist multiple possibilities for 
engaging research and creative practice, with a borderless edge all around, in-between, and far apart. 
To engage in research around dance and migration, both of which move, is more multifaceted when the 
methods used for investigation also support a movement between practices. 
 

My research informs and pulls from my creative practice in producing, Juntos somos uno, Se quién soy, 
an expression of Latinx identities, in community, through the media of dance, music, and visual art. 
Created collaboratively with dance majors from Rutgers University, and community members from the 
Esperanza Neighborhood Project in New Brunswick, NJ, the work reflects the solidarity of being in 
community, and the unique identities each individual brings to that place. It is a political statement 
about place, voice, and identity of the Latinx community. The work weaves the dance forms and musical 
structures of bachata, flamenco Colombianas, rumba flamenca, palo Dominicano, Mexican Chilenas 
from Oaxaca, and salsa through a contemporary lens. This link and fusion between the connected yet 
diverse art forms reflect the breadth of variation and commonalities found within the Latinx diaspora, 
and in turn, the cast. Through moments of set choreography, structured improvisation, and audience 
participation, a sense of community dialogue is established.  

The challenge of capturing the complexities of identity, place, and voice in this project has moved me to 
integrate the medium of film, specifically in the form of screendance, in my creative process. My MFA 
thesis performance, Descubrimiento: Voice, Place, Identity, is an interdisciplinary community experience 
providing diverse platforms for expression that give way to a deeper and more full understanding of 
themes central to Latinx – ruido, Mestiza Consciousness, intersectionality, migration, and Latinidades. 
Since the premiere in April 2019, the work has continued to be reimagined as The Intersections of 
Interdisciplinarity: Embodying the Borderless Experience. This interdisciplinary, immersive performance 
utilizes unique spaces to explore the borderless experiences among 1) community-audience and 
performer, 2) dance, film, and musical genres/media, and 3) the various cultures of the Latinx diaspora.  
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The performance unfolds through a dance film and live solo performance of a Boricua, Spanish dancer’s 
embodied oral history where the cultural tradition of the Paso Doble with castanets is a performative 
effort to hacer ruido, to be seen and heard. The sounds and movements of the Paso Doble are met with 
the clave, flamenco, and Mexican folkloric rhythms. The playful and interactive soundscape they create 
together challenges the borders of rhythmic frameworks in Latinx dances and is met with a third ruido – 
the guitar with cante.  

The performance continues through a second film, an interactive screendance, where both the 
welcoming and disinviting, loving and violent images by which the mestiza’s body becomes known, are 
projected on her body. The sounds of food preparation, migrating birds, and spoken word emanate a 
nostalgia to connect us with our raices, bringing us back to our own stories, and all in relationship to one 
another - as audience-community and performers in diaspora. The performance culminates with live 
food preparation, embodying the gestures, aromas, and ruidos of the cocina. The audience-community 
is served the food they see being prepared, both in front of them and on the screen, and are invited to 
the table to cook alongside the performers. The chisme at the kitchen table stretches into conversations 
around the themes of the performance, engaging everyone in crucial dialogue about the in-between 
themes of our Latinidades.   

This immersive performance’s permeation of physical, artistic, and cultural borders seeks to call the 
community-audience to a third space, an in-between, liminal space that seeps through seemingly 
defined spaces and exists in their intersections. I embrace the challenge of further developing and 
presenting this work in any non-traditional settings - open gallery spaces, dance studios, site specific 
locations that involve several levels - aiming to create the borderless experience regardless of the 
presence of physical constraints.  
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